I never thought I’d
be the kind of guy who
could own a man purse.

I have a proper
job: greg salinger,
psychotherapist.
I live in queens,
which is like the
next brooklyn
(brooklyn is really
cool now).

up to a month ago,
I was working class,
strictly cargo shorts
and wife-beaters. a
decade or so off from
full-on fanny pack.

now I’ve
flown past
being socially
acceptable and
I might just
be socially
reputable.

and yes,
I can pull
off the man
purse.

come on…you can fit
anything you need for
your day in it. more
importantly, stuff
you might maybe need
for your day. what
an invention.

it’s one
of those luxuries
of normalcy that
was so far beyond
my grasp when I
was a murderous
vigilante.

yeah, I was
a pretty messedup guy.

but
now…

…I’m the
dude on the
other side of
the couch.

so,
rodney. is
that…face
paint? makeup?

it’s
dried
blood.

really?
you walk
around with
real blood
caked on your
face?

that’s
right.

from
someone
you, like,
beat down
recently?

you
don’t need
to know,
or do you
man.
just keep a
bunch of old
blood lying
around?

it seems
like a lot
of effort,
rodney.

don’t
call me
rodney,
dork.
the
name’s young
red skull.

mmmhmm.

…
I
said…young
red skull.

I heard
like bucky.
you. you’re
those scarlet
going for
witch kids. or
the whole “zooey deschanel
icon-junior
hawkeye.”
thing.
I’m my
own man,
shrink.

“see, when I was
your age, I was a
stone-cold killer,
following in the
footsteps of this
guy ross everbest.

hey, this
is a safe space,
rodney. you’ve
got nothing
to prove
to me.

“his claim to fame
was just fighting
this one slimy bog
monster. still, he had
an interesting way of
looking at things.

“ross based his life
around a short story
written by o. henry,
this genius drunk.

“the story concerned
this old man who traveled
the world making people pay
for betraying their inner
truth or failing their
morals. for being a ‘fool.’
“hence
‘foolkiller.’

“this inspired a full-on novel by some other chick
writer, a movie with the guy from psycho in it,
and even some obscure, ultra-violent comic.
“being the
foolkiller
robbed me
of several
years of
my life.

“after me, a loon
named kurt gerhardt
took on the foolkiller
mantle and pushed
things too far. he used
the name to murder
petty drug users
and neglectful
mothers.

“so clearly,
I understand
the idea of
a legacy.”

